




 

 

www.libera)ngstructures.com/	  	  

TNOYS	  XL	  INSTITUTE	  
Customized	  training	  and	  consul2ng	  for	  youth	  services,	  using	  
interac2ve	  methods,	  like	  Libera2ng	  Structures…	  	  



IMPROMPTU	  NETWORKING	  

Find	  a	  partner	  you	  don’t	  know/know	  well…	  
2	  minutes	  per	  person,	  4	  minutes	  per	  round,	  3	  rounds	  
	  

•  Introduce	  yourself	  

•  What	  big	  challenge	  is	  on	  your	  mind	  today?	  

•  What	  do	  you	  hope	  to	  get	  from	  AND	  give	  to	  this	  
group?	  



TRIZ	  -‐	  MAKING	  SPACE	  FOR	  INNOVATION	  

What can I do to ensure the WORST outcomes possible  
for the youth in my care? 

•  First:  Reflect alone ~ make a list of what you do now 
        Discuss with a partner….  Then group of 4 ….  Then altogether  

•  Second: circle what things on the list you do now - be brutally honest 
        Discuss with a partner….  Then group of 4 ….  Then altogether  

•  Third:  circle ones you can stop doing now + who might need help from 

•  Action plan ~ which 3 can I stop doing next week? 
        Discuss with a partner….  Then group of 4 ….  Then altogether  

 

Bring a spirit of fun and honesty! 



PROBLEM	  SOLVING	  WITH	  PEERS	  
What is one challenge that gets in the way of giving the quality, 

creative, caring services you want to? 
 

•  Make a group of 3 (pick people you don’t know as well!).  Sit knee to knee.   

•  Decide who gets help first (1 “client”) and who gives help (2 “consultants”) 

•  First client shares their challenge/problem.  

•  Consultants ask clarifying questions.  (Don’t solve it yet!) 

•  Client turns around with his/her back facing the other two. 

•  Together, consultants talk aloud -- ideas, suggestions, coaching advice, etc. 
about the challenge.  Client is silent. 

•  Then, client turns around and shares what was most valuable/how it went. 

•  Switch to next “client” and repeat! 



•  How	  can	  you	  use	  these	  techniques?	  
•  What	  ideas	  can	  you	  take	  home	  and	  try?	  	  

•  How	  can	  we	  all	  stay	  connected?	  

FINAL	  THOUGHTS	  

THANK	  YOU!	  
&	  EVALUATIONS	  	  


